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Our VisiOn 
As a National Governing Body our vision is to Inspire Participation in 
Snowsport at every level. We are here for the clubs, the participants and the 
sport.

Our COre Values 

   PassiOn FOr PeOPle 

Our members make everything we do possible, and we’re committed to 
working together to provide rewarding Snowsport experiences for everyone. 
 
   COMMuniTY CHaMPiOns 

We promote the spirit, culture and family values of our sport by supporting 
our local and national communities to achieve their goals. 
 
   TrailBlaZinG iDeas 

We’re forever on the lookout for new initiatives, piloting national ideas, 
listening to the industry and pushing the boundaries of what we can achieve 
for the good of the sport. 
 
   Genuine VOiCe 

We carry out our work with honesty and integrity, speaking up on important 
matters and tackling challenges with the same vigour as when we’re out 
enjoying the slopes. 
 
   resPOnsiBle leaDersHiP 

Our underpinning value is providing trusted leadership based upon good 
governance, which promotes and ensures a safe environment, offering 
challenging experiences across all Snowsport disciplines. 
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inTrODuCTiOn 
2021 was a year of 2 halves. The first half was very much in lockdown with no activity due to Covid and a 
lot of planning to be prepared. The second half of the year was more about re-emergence where activity 
restarted in a strong way.

Overall, the organisation has weathered the storm well and whilst it has been a difficult and challenging year, we are in a 
good place to come back strongly.

First few months of the year were in lockdown and the focus was on communicating with clubs and 
facilities regarding the Covid rules and helping them to be prepared to resume activity when allowed

2021 English Alpine Championships had to be cancelled, our premier event of the year

Significant challenges were faced by the snowsports industry due to Brexit and we have been 
working hard with the wider industry to gather information and lobby for solutions 

Loughborough University asked us to vacate our office space so that they could build a new 
pavilion. This was fortuitous as it enabled us to reduce costs when we needed to. We 
expect to take new office space at SportPark but this has not been agreed yet

2021 individual membership fell to 2190 from 2523 due to Covid and limited activity

We managed to resume seeded racing in the summer and had a great return to 
racing with really good entry numbers with excellent levels of participation

Coaching and instructing courses only got going in May but we managed to 
deliver 80+ courses across the country 

Completed our Sport England Systemic and Governance funding 
submission in November 2021

Completed a review of the strategy and finalised a new strategy 
to be rolled out in 2022

Successful in reducing forecast deficit from £80K to £4K 
through cost savings and a good 2nd half of the year

2O21 suMMarY OVerView
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Despite these challenges, I believe Snowsport England has exited 
the pandemic in a good position, both in terms of finances 
and new strategy. The latter has been aligned to the new Sport 
England ‘Uniting the Movement’ strategy, enabling us to secure 
our next 5 years of grant funding. Having taken a lot of Board 
time in 2021, this has now been finalised and I look forward to 
the implementation of this strategy by the CEO and his team 
to move our sport forward over the next 10 years. The 3 key 
strategic pillars that we have focused this around are Leadership, 
Participation and Talent.

Leadership
To lead and drive the strategic direction of the organisation. 

Participation
To increase the participation levels in Snowsport in England with 
particular emphasis on under-represented groups.

Talent
To develop a talent pool of athletes which can supply GB 
Snowsport with the next generation of Olympians and 
Paralympians and create a positive experience for talented 
athletes on their journey.

The priority I see is that we have got to get Snowsports to be 
available to more of the population. We have got to try and 
reach out to underrepresented groups and open their eyes to our 
fantastic sport. If we don’t do this then Snowsport will potentially 
gradually reduce in numbers and it will continue to have the 
[incorrect in my opinion] perception of a middle-class white sport. 
This focus on inclusion also aligns with the Sport England ‘Uniting 
the Movement’ strategy. This will not be a quick or easy thing 
to do, but if we want Snowsports to grow and thrive we need to 
make the sport attractive to more people. 

In addition, our strategy sees volunteers as a priority, because 
without our fantastic community of volunteers our sport cannot 
operate and grow. It is becoming an increasing challenge to 
identify volunteers to support events, committees and to join 
our Board. It is essential we recognise these volunteers because 
without them the sport would not operate. In addition, I want to 
see a better system in place to help encourage new volunteers, 
whilst also recognising the volunteers that have been around a 
long time and continue to contribute to our sport. On this note 
I would like to thank all the volunteers out there that help on 
a daily basis, whether that is with their local club, at events or 
directly with Snowsport England. I would also encourage those of 
you would like to help to get in touch.

I did attend the All-England Championships in Sunderland last 
August and, for me, this was a steep learning curve. I had hoped 
to be in Bormio in February - however this was a last-minute 
decision and due to a pressure on costs, it was decided best to 
defer this to 2023, which I am very much looking forward to. 

Financially, we have weathered the storm well and we have 
managed to reduce the deficit from £80k down to £4k for 2021, 
which is a great result considering the challenges. I believe that 
with confirmation of the 5-year funding from Sport England, this 
now gives us some certainty and means we can push ahead and 
implement our strategy.  

I would like to close this report by recognising that unfortunately, 
due to illness, I have not been as present as Chair of Snowsport 
England as I would have wanted over the past 6 months. My 
thanks to my fellow Board volunteers for stepping up and 
continuing to push things forward and Tim, our CEO for his 
continued support. I hope that over the coming months I will be 
able to re-immerse myself in Snowsport England.

CHair’s FOrewOrD
- lOuise wriGHT

I took on the Chair role for Snowsport England in November 2020, part way through the Covid pandemic. 
Unfortunately, the pandemic restrictions continued into 2021, providing challenges and delaying our planned for 
return to activity. It took until May 2021 before we could start to run events and Covid still provided challenges 
throughout the rest of the year. In addition, there are wider Brexit challenges for the sport which continue to 
have an impact.
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I have been working with the Board on a new strategy and 
implementation plan. A consultation process on this was carried 
out with committees and staff in the Autumn of 2021. The aim 
is that the new strategy will be rolled out in 2022 alongside a 
new staff structure to help deliver on the strategy. If we are to 
get our sport to thrive it is essential we open the sport up to a 
wider population, whilst continuing to develop the athletes we 
have on the pathways already. The funding we receive from Sport 
England is essential for us to operate and support our sport and 
our members. We have continued to work closely with Sport 
England and have been assigned ‘key partner’ status in the 
delivery of their new strategy ‘Uniting the Movement’. A huge 
part of this is tackling inequalities. We have published an updated 
DAP (Diversity Action Plan) and we will be working on the new 
requirements for a DIAP (Diversity & Inclusion Action plan) in 
the coming year. This is not going to be done quickly as it will 
require the perception of the sport to change and to engage with 
communities that don’t see snowsports as an option for them. I 
believe that if we work together across the industry, we can make 
an impact and increase participation numbers. 

Over the past few Annual Reports, we have forecast that the 
scheduled reductions in Sport England funding in the 5 years to 
2021 were impacting our operations, and the Covid pandemic 
did not help this. This has led us to have to review our staffing 
structure and make changes, with reduced staff numbers and 
changed responsibilities. This has not been an easy period for our 
team and I’d like to thank them for the work they have done and 
the support they have provided our members, clubs and facilities 
throughout the pandemic.

We haven’t been able to continue with the campaigns we have 
previously run in 2021 due to Covid restrictions and the inability 
to plan ahead. So, our GO SKI GO BOARD, 30 days of Snowsport 

and National Schools Snowsport Week were all stopped. This has 
meant we have had time to evaluate these initiatives and adjust 
what we will do in the future. This is a key part of our strategy 
going forward and links to the funding submission process we 
have gone through with Sport England 

The Sport England funding process started July 2021 and we 
got our funding confirmed in January 2022. This is funding for 5 
years from April 2022-March 2027 and this does mean we have 
got more certainty than we have had in the past. The funding is 
roughly the same as previously but does not include the talent 
funding - so it is a slight increase overall. The Talent funding, which 
is now been aligned with UK Sport and GB Snowsport will be a 
joint submission with GBS for funding from October 2022 and 
will align with the Milan Cortina Olympic & Paralympic cycle. We 
should find out what funding we get in summer 2022.

The committees have worked hard to help get the sport back 
up and running in a year when it was very hard to plan ahead. 
A lot of work was done to enable racing to get going as soon as 
possible and a big thank you to all the Alpine, Nordic and Freestyle 
committee members that helped this happen. It is still early days 
for PIAG (Participation and Insight Action Group) but this is now 
starting to formulate plans and put pilots in place. It is key as we 
go into 2022 to look at how the committees can align and help to 
deliver the new strategy alongside the paid workforce. 

An additional challenge that has been overshadowed by Covid 
is Brexit. This has taken a lot of time and work from the team 
and volunteers, in particular Chris Exall. We have been working 
in partnership with the HN’s and BASI on this to try and find out 
what are the rules and also lobby for getting solutions. We have 
managed to make some progress and get some clear information 
on the main countries which we published on our website.

CHieF eXeCuTiVe rePOrT
- TiM FawKe

It has been a tough year for everyone and I would like to thank all of the staff and volunteers, whose help has 
meant we have managed to get through the year in a good position and whose support enabled us to get the 
sport back up and running so rapidly after the lockdown ended. This hasn’t been easy for anyone and we have 
all had difficult circumstances to deal with. However, I do feel we have managed the situation as well as we have 
could and we are in a good position as an organisation as we look ahead to 2022.

https://www.snowsportengland.org.uk/operating-in-the-eu-efta-post-brexit/
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On the talent side it has been a challenge to get the camps 
running due to Covid but we managed to increase the amount of 
coaching support we offered and this has built a good foundation 
to progress in 2022. We have worked hard to work with GBS 
and Snowsport Scotland to align our plans and this will be 
instrumental in getting additional funding in 2022 which will allow 
us to expand our offering. More details are in the talent report. 

I would like to give a big thank you to all the members who have 
come back with more passion and drive for the sport than ever. 
My highlight was being back in Bormio for the English Alpine 
Championships in 2022 and to see everyone on the first day so 
excited to be back out on the slopes and to be back in Bormio 
again.

All the competitions we run wouldn’t be possible without all the 
volunteers that help out. There are also a lot of volunteers on 
the commmitees and board without which the sport would not 
function. 

I would especially like to thank Bridget Owen who a lot of you will 
know because she has done a huge amount for the sport. Starting 
as a volunteer, Bridget was then employed in various capacities 
but mainly as our safeguarding lead, which she has done for over 
20 years for Snowsport England. Nothing has ever been too much 
trouble and I know from all the feedback that she has been a huge 
help to all the clubs as well as myself.
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The team at Snowsport England spent the time during the 
enforced lockdowns communicating with clubs, providing advice 
on how and when activity could recommence and investing time 
in being as ready as realistically possible to hit the ground running 
when activity could recommence.

The take up of all Snowsports activity in England once we were 
allowed to restart exceeded our expectations. Many races ran at 
full capacity, course uptake was strong and the investments made 
in moving pilot courses online proved successful. The impact of 
this resurgence of activity on our finance results meant that our 
expected substantial losses were reduced to a relatively small loss 
of circa £4k, which in the circumstances should be considered a 
good result. This also needs to be put in the context of our pre-
Covid long term forecasts for 2021, which due to the uncertainty 
of the Sport England funding going forward (we had built in aa 
assumption of 50% of current funding), had predicted a loss of 
£49k.

Through 2021 and into 2022, the team worked closely with Sport 
England to understand their new strategy, suitably align our new 
strategy, understand their new funding approach, and submit our 

application for funding for the next 5 years. This process involved 
substantial work and following consultation with committees and 
regions/ clubs we signed off our new strategy and based on this 
achieved agreement for Sport England funding at the same level 
as currently for the next 5 years, as well as short term funding for 
our Talent programme (a longer-term Talent funding bid is to be 
submitted jointly with GBS in Autumn 2022).

Our reduced loss in 2021, the certainty of Sport England funding 
for the next 5 years and the strong resurgence in participation 
from summer 2021 can give us more comfort on the financial 
situation for Snowsport England going forward. We are not ‘flush 
with cash’ but with careful management of our costs we should 
return to ‘breakeven’ and look to meet our financial principle of 
achieving a £5k to £10 surplus each year going forward.

Looking into more detail at 2021, whilst the restart of activity 
provided greater than expected participation levels from mid 
summer, the loss of the 2021 English Alpine Championship and 
not running the Lowland Championships, with similar impacts 
in other disciplines meant event income was less than originally 
budgeted:

FinanCial rePOrT 
- siMOn leVene

At the time of the last AGM we were in very uncertain times. We were emerging from the Covid pandemic 
and, when we budgeted and continually forecast for 2021, it was unclear how well our participation numbers 
would ‘bounce back’ from the extended period of relative inactivity. Our most conservative forecast for 2021 (as 
reported at the last AGM) predicted a loss of approx. £80k, which we were hoping to bring in at a loss of £60k and 
optimistically at £40k.

Event Income in 2021 - Actual vs Budget
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Costs were contained effectively during 2021. Our largest cost 
‘line item’ is our [small] team and by using available ‘furlough’ 
opportunities and not recruiting into available posts, our staff 
costs were kept below budget. Looking into 2022 with our revised 

strategy and its planned supporting staff structure we expect to 
hire into budgeted open positions to better support our members 
and ongoing strategy:

Looking at 2022, the ability to run the English Alpine 
Championships after our enforced break – with participation 
exceeding expectations and getting close to our 2020 record 

numbers, sets us off to an excellent start and we would hope to 
turn our budgeted 2022 loss of £13k into a break-even situation.

Staff Costs in 2021 - Actual vs Budget
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sPOrT enGlanD rePOrT 
MarCH 2O21
2017 – 22 Funding
We have completed our final reporting with all targets met until 
this point. Restrictions resulted in lack of activity, no campaigns, 
and membership numbers being down. This is in line with other 
sports and Sport England have been supportive across sports to 
manage the impact.

New Funding approved for 2022 -27
We completed the funding process during 2021 which was a 2 
phased approach and took from June- December and with us 
finding out our funding in January 2022. 

The amount we will receive is £1,133,405 over the 5-year period. 
This does not include any Talent Funding.  

This funding is to support delivery of their next 10-year vision 
to transform lives and communities through sport and physical 
activity http://unitingthemovement.org/

The 3 Key objectives 

1. Advocating for movement, sport and physical activity

2. Join forces on five big issues:
• Recover and Reinvent
• Connecting Communities
• Positive experience for children and young people
• Connecting with health and well being 
• Active environments

3. Creating the catalyst for change

Talent Funding
Sport England have agreed that for talent and pathway funding 
for winter sports will change to align with UK Sport winter sport 
funding cycle. This will mean funding from October 2022 – 
September 2026 as part of the Milan – Cortina cycle. We should 
find out our funding in the summer 2022.

http://unitingthemovement.org/
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Aside from overseeing rules, clubs, coaching and competitions, 
the NGB of each sport decides how to spend income generated by 
membership fees, TV rights, Lottery Grants, and investment from 
Government and the four UK Sports Councils.

“Traditionally NGBs are viewed as the 
guardians of their sport.”

They are important social institutions, influencing who gets to play 
sport and on what terms.

Sport is a particularly important aspect of UK society, involving a 
considerable number of participants and spectators, occupying a 
key role in furthering the nation’s health, and, at the elite level, a 
source of considerable national pride.

Through our annual satisfaction survey, we often receive 
comments from people who express some confusion abut who 
we are and what we do. While we appreciate that many of our 
members do have clarity in this area, we would like to take this 
opportunity to explain our crucial role in UK Sport and English 
Snowsport.

An NGB is expected to deliver the following functions within its 
area of authority:

• Control and regulate the environment of its sport.
• Administer the practice and participation of its sport.
• Develop its sport.
• Influence both its members and organisations of which it is a 

member (for example, international bodies).

To be able to deliver the functions, a recognised NGB undertakes 
the following activities:

• Prepare and implement a vision and strategic plan for its 
sport and determine how it will be implemented nationally, 
regionally, and locally.

• Promote its sport.
• Manage the rules and regulations of its sport, including anti-

doping, child protection and equality.
• Implement a governance framework for its sport.
• Administer officials of its sport.
• Establish and maintain links with the UK/Ireland and the 

international governing body / federation.
• Encourage and grow participation.
• Develop coaches, athletes, officials, and participants.
• Organise and host competitions.

National Governing Bodies have always gone about increasing 
participation and accessibility within sport, establishing new and 
improved ideas to overcome the hurdles within the industry.

Sport England ceased investing in strategies that were failing to 
attract new participants. This encouraged national governing 
bodies to think beyond their existing membership and club 
structure and learn about the lives and sporting needs of all those 
not playing sport who, with the right offer, might.

Overall, the role of NGB’s in sport is fundamental in managing, 
improving, and developing the sport industry. They provide the 
framework for change within the industry, establishing increased 
accessibility for all and widespread love for sport.

Snowsport England consists of a small team who work together to 
deliver the functions of the NGB and its activities. We are a not-
for-profit organisation, and we do not compete with other NGB’s 
for members. Each home country has an NGB for Snowsport and 
membership is necessary for people who want to compete, coach, 
or officiate in the sport.

We survey our members every year to assess how we are 
performing, all feedback we receive is extremely valuable to us 
and helps shapes our future plans and investments into the sport.

SURVEY SUMMARY 2021-2022
We received 234 responses to this year’s survey, which is almost 
back to pre-pandemic levels. The feedback we received was 
overwhelmingly positive and provided us with some useful insight 
into our activities and also highlighted areas for improvement.

This document summarises the survey results, outlines the 
changes we have made over the last 2 years and demonstrates 
what impact these are having on Snowsport in England.

Thanks to everyone who completed the survey, as you can see, 
your feedback is extremely important to us and helps us improve 
our service to you and support the future of Snowsport in 
England.

MeMBersHiP saTisFaCTiOn 
surVeY 2O21-2O22
- wHO we are anD wHaT we DO

Snowsport England is the National Governing Body (NGB) for Snowsport in England.

NGB’s are an essential element of sport that govern and administer a sport on a national basis, whether that be 
for the whole of the United Kingdom, Great Britain, or for one of the Home Countries individually.
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Demographics
All figures are taken from the Membership Satisfaction Report, which correlate well to the membership, (36% female & 66% male 
Competitors and Coaching scheme), but not exactly.

Adding Value

Female membership is up from 29% in 2019-2020 to 32% in 
2021-2022. We’ve been actively targeting this sector to try and 
encourage more women to get involved in Snowsport through 
coaching, officiating, and volunteering. We’ve enjoyed celebrating 
successes with our membership and promoting the opportunities 
that exist across the sector.

We’re delighted to see more people joining the sport, 
memberships who’ve been with us for under a year rose from 
14% in 2019-2020 to 17% in 2020 – 2021. We’ve been working 
hard to attract new people into the sport through the promotion 
of opportunities and roles to get involved. We have also had 
a focus on volunteers and becoming part of a Snowsport 
Community.

Measuring members who joined Snowsport England to support 
the sport was new for this year, and a sizeable percentage, 27%, 
joined for this reason. We believe this is due, in part, to our 
ongoing social media campaigns which have focussed on being 
part of an inclusive community, using the tagline, ‘Together We 
Are Snowsport England.’

While we were delighted to see that these scores were the same 
as in previous years, we continue to work hard to improve our 
service to our membership. Over the last 12 months we have 
introduced a new membership platform, ran numerous online 
club drop-in sessions during the pandemic and beyond. We’re 
also developing more digital services, including running virtual 
courses and an opening an online SE merchandise shop.

Age profile of Instructors, Coaches and Leaders Age profile of registered competitors
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Providing Support

The number of people joining SE to ‘Support the Sport’, has 
increased from 2019 – 2020. We have had a deliberate focus 
over the last 2 years on emphasising the value of community and 
helping others. We believe this has had a positive impact on the 
motivation of some people to join SE.

This is a question we have asked every year as part of our survey, 
and we are pleased to see that the results are the same as 
previous years. However, we would like this to be higher and we 
are working on improving member’s benefits and developing our 
communications to be more focussed and targeted to members 
needs and interests.

This was a new question for 2020 – 2021, as we felt this was an 
important metric to report on. While we were encouraged by 
the results, we are committed to improving the membership 
platform, and we are working with a third party to improve and 
integrate their race entry system with our own to make the 
process much easier. We are also working continuously on the 
website to provide a better user experience.

This question was also new for 2020 – 2021 to understand our 
ability to be responsive to enquiries from our membership. We 
would very much like these numbers to improve, and we are 
working hard to implement a new strategy and structure, as well 
as investing in digital solutions and focussing on inclusive and 
diverse engagement programmes.

The activities people wanted to see more of were courses, 
followed by virtual events and competitions. All these areas 
are being addressed in our new strategic plan, which includes 
dedicated course resources and an expansion and improvement 
of our digital platforms.

The specific frustrations people shared with us mostly focussed 
on the use of our membership system. This is something we have 
heard in the past and so over the last 12 months we implemented 
a new membership system to make the user experience easier 
and more rewarding. We launched our new system in 2021 and 
since then we have been making continuous improvements to 
enable users manage their own accounts, register for courses 
easier and update their personal information.

We know that the race entry system is a source of frustration 
for many. From July 2022 we hope to start testing a new system 

for the end of summer season races. This will link with our own 
to make the entire process more streamlined and much easier 
to use. We want our members to know that we listen to their 
feedback, and we have been working hard to address their issues.

We also work continuously on improving our website functionality 
and customer journey to make it more intuitive and easier to 
use. While we know it’s not perfect, we want to assure our 
membership that it is a key area of focus for us. It is one of our top 
priorities and changes are being made daily.

We have also been working hard over the last 24 months to 
develop our coaching award scheme to ensure that it delivers for 
those who wish to gain qualifications, excel at what they do and 
progress if they wish. We have worked with SSW & SW to align 
our courses, so they are accessible to all and help people achieve 
their goals.
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Our main priorities have been and will always be, to grow 
participation in Snowsport, support the grass roots of the sport 
and focus on our new and current members needs. Hopefully, this 
report outlines what our members think of SE, highlighting what 
we are delivering on, and where we can make improvements to 
secure the future of Snowsport in England. We are committed 
to delivering on our key objectives and grow a solid foundation 
on which we can develop SE, making Snowsport inclusive and 
accessible to all.

TOGETHER WE ARE SNOWSPORT ENGLAND
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reGiOnal rePOrTs

Eastern Regional  
Snowsports Association (ERSA)
2021 saw a cautious but structured return to racing across the 
region, with races operating in group format for part of the year 
and back to a normal format once national regulations allowed. 
The six race Summer League attracted over 650 racers, with the 
end of Season Dry and Snow Championships attracting over 250 
entrants.

During the year the clubs within region have supported each other 
by providing a host of services and officials at club national races.

Plans for 2022 include return to action plans for a full six race 
series Summer League, assisting Regional Clubs with Club National 
races and end of season Championships in a cost effective 
manner.

The ERSA Committee would like to say a massive thank you to 
all the ERSA Region Facilities, ERSA Affiliated Clubs and their 
Committees and Staff, ERSA Summer League Sponsor Team 
Evolution and most importantly our amazing Volunteers. Without 
Volunteers the Region would not be the success it is but we always 
need new ideas and assistance, so please come and help us.

ERSA Region’s clubs and facilities can be found at  
www.Snowsportengland.org.uk/region/ersa 

ERSA website www.ersa.co.uk

Yorkshire Ski Federation (YSF)
The Yorkshire Ski Federation Regions is not  
currently active, although clubs in the region are.

London and South East Regional Snowsports 
Association (LSERSA)
2021 was a great year for the region, after all the challenges of 
2020 the region got back to racing and we held five events which 
were all held at Chatham with restricted numbers to make sure 
we complied with Covid rules.

Across the five races there were 376 entries, 202 male and 174 
female with a good representation across age groups.

We would like to thank the many volunteers that made these 
events work in a difficult environment due to the restrictions.

2022 is is looking very exciting for the region, with the clubs all 
growing their membership we are looking forward to holding the 
events around the region again!

Snowsport England has Eight Regional bodies across the country that work hard to help develop the sport and 
work with the clubs to deliver at a local level. Each Region operates in a slightly different way depending on the 
clubs, facilities and members within the Region. Snowsport England is working to align all the Regions to help us 
deliver on our Strategy.

North West Ski Federation (NWSF)
No report received.

North East Ski Association (NESA)
In the year 21/22 RTR ski club (26/06/2021) and NESA 
(27/06/2021) ran Club National race weekend.

RTR CN: 62 Female competitors, 49  Male competitors  (111 Total)

NESA CN: 51 Female competitors, 48 Male Competitors (99 Total) 
20 volunteers both days.

Silksworth held SE All England Champs on 28/08/2021. 91 Male 
competitors, 85 Female competitors (176 Total). 20 Volunteers.

NESA has not been very active over the past couple of years, due 
to the pandemic. Now that we are close to being back to normal 
we aim to get things up and running again. We have a meeting 
planned for the 26th of May to see how we move forward and 
continue to help support and develop Snowsports in the North 
East Region.

Four of us tried a new venue Herrington Country Park. There 
were some good tarmac paths. We also arranged a meet at 
Hetton CP to coincide with a training camp for the British Nordic 
Development Squad.  Members have attended roller ski activity 
days in Leeds and York and we are planning a come and try it all-
ability day on June 24th at Hetton Lyons Park.

Loiper members will be attending roller ski coaching weekends 
at Leeds and Lancaster over the summer and one club member 
is signed up for a level 1 instructor assessment.  Alan Mitcham 
was revalidated for Level 1 last year and Allie Wilson Craw will be 
revalidating her Level 2 qualification this October.

https://www.snowsportengland.org.uk/region/ersa/
http://www.ersa.co.uk/
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Central England Ski Association (CESA)
The CESA region has had a very successful year since the easing 
of Covid 19 restrictions, with our clubs hosting a variety of races 
including successful Club National weekends and hosting the 
Inter-Regional Championships.

Participation at some fun races has been slightly lower than pre 
Covid levels.  It is felt that this may be due to travel restrictions 
remaining in place for alpine destinations until late in the season, 
resulting in lower interest from recreational/holiday skiers.  It 
is anticipated that competitor numbers will recover in 2022/23 
providing Covid restrictions are not reintroduced.

Club membership numbers have remained consistent with no 
significant issues to report.  Attendance at club training sessions 
remained strong throughout a challenging year with early 
indications that CESA members are keen to represent their clubs 
on the UK national circuit in 2022.

CESA are planning to develop an inter-regional winter race series 
aimed at encouraging racers to participate in competitions and 
showcase their talent throughout the year.

The region continues to drive participation at all levels of 
snowsports by encouraging new skiers and snowboarders to join 
clubs and train/practice regularly. In particular our clubs continue 
to actively engage with schools to promote snowsports and 
participation in local training programmes and competitions.

Bristol University Race Squad

Over this winter, 3 club members participated in the Snowsport 
England training week at Nordseter in Norway. Six club members 
signed up for a week of Telemark skiing with a professional coach 
in Val d’Isere. And various other trips took place in Norway (cross 
country track skiing and Nordic touring) and the Alps (telemark 
hut to hut touring).

Nordic skiing in the UK was virtually non existent due to it being a 
bad snow year.

South West Snowsport Association (SWSA)
During 2021 general operational conditions still remained 
challenging.

The region managed to hold its Summer Race League at 
Gloucester Ski and Snowboard centre which was reasonably well 
attended.

Due to operational difficulties the actual format changed, this 
didn’t go down well with most of the attending clubs, although 
some did prefer the new system which was run more like a club 
national rather than a team event.

This has been rectified for 2022 season.

As lockdown eased all clubs reported an increase in attendance 
leading to an increase in membership in most cases.

A UKCP1 course was held at Gloucester Ski and Snowboard Centre 
and due to lockdown it has been challenging for the attendees to 
complete their log book but this has mainly been rectified.

Attendance of university athletes race training in the region has 
shown a marked increase with several of the National races held 
at Gloucester.

Mainly looking forward to 2022 we have the return to a 
semblance of original format of the Summer Race League for the 
region, two club nationals and also several officials courses have 
been planned.

The main problem for 2022 is going to be the inability to hold the 
annual training trip to Landgraf hosted by SSE coaches.

Snowsport South (SRSA)
No report received.
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ALPINE COMMITTEE

2021 Summary 
2021 began with restrictions continuing in the first quarter due to 
the Covid pandemic, and this led to the cancellation of the 2021 
English Alpine Championships in Bormio and some early races in 
the artificial season.

The committee had planned for a 2021 artificial season as regions 
and clubs were progressively recommencing activity at slopes 
across the country during March/April. A 2021 summer race 
programme was produced that allowed more space for regional 
and club events by fixing all SE championships and GBRs as double 
header weekends and encouraging club nationals also to be 
double headers within regions. 

The early races after May were held in line with the previously 
agreed format for accommodating Covid measures but races were 
run under the normal BACR formats during the summer of 2021.

2022 Update
It is pleasing to report that the 2022 English Alpine Championships 
took place at Bormio in February 2022.  The previous Champs 
that took place in 2020 saw record entries, so it was expected 
that numbers could have been lower for 2022 following the 
cancellation of the event in 2021. However, the figures show that 

the overall FIS entry was almost the same as in 2020 and the entry 
for the Children was over 90% of the level recorded inn 2020, 
which is an exceptional result.

The committee has planned for a full 2022 artificial season. 
A number of changes have been introduced, including a 
modification to the Club National Series for which U10/U12 
results will be included in the overall Club award. 

Additionally, the GBR Series will also include Club Series awards 
for both the Outdoor and Indoor Series. U10/U12 events are also 
to be introduced for the Inter-Regional and Inter-Club events. This 
is with the aim of making the events more inclusive for all ages.

The 2022 summer race programme continues to provide more 
space for regional and club events by fixing all SE championships 
and GBRs as double header weekends. 

Officials Training has continued to be developed and courses 
are able to be delivered over Zoom in modular format which 
should provide a convenient means of making course content 
more accessible. A number of Level 3  course modules have been 
delivered in the early part of 2022.

The committee will commence planning the 2023 race calendar 
building upon on the 2022 programme and will seek to make all 
events more inclusive.

Lloyd Jenkins, Chair Alpine Committee

COMMiTTee rePOrTs
We have six committees / groups (Alpine, Freestyle, Nordic, Coaching, Talent Management Group, Participation  
and Insight Action Group) that help coordinate the different areas of work that Snowsport England delivers. These 
are run by Volunteers and interact with the nine members of paid Snowsport England staff to help make sure we 
have the right structure in place for the sport to develop and to run the national events and campaigns.

Image credit, Racer Ready
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FREESTYLE COMMITTEE
During the last year there has been quite a 
bit of Freestyle activity. The first event was 
the Norfolk Jam (name change from the 
Farmers Jam, due to Covid in 2021). The 
monthly moguls training sessions have re-
started at Chill Factore Manchester.

Some of the Park & Pipe members were 
at the Madrid FIS competition where we 
achieved 4 podium places. Training camps 
took place in Laax & Andorra at the start 
of the year. Later in the winter we were in 
Laax again for the Europa Cup and then 2 
weeks of training in April.

Looking forward we have plans to re-start 
more events, but of course there will be 
changes, mainly for the better due to 
experiences found during the Covid years. 
Full details can be found, as usual at www.
freestylesnowsports.co.uk

The first event of this year was the K-Jam in 
Kendal with over 50 taking part.

Martin Carr, Freestyle Chair

NORDIC COMMITTEE
The Nordic discipline has had a profitable 
year thanks to a number of courses and 
events which were held on and off snow, 
these included; Snowsport England 
coaching weekends in Leeds, Lancaster 
and Snowsport England trip to Nordseter 
(Norway). There was also very successful 
instructor courses arranged for the military 

which has helped grow Snowsport England 
Nordic’s relationship with providing Nordic 
qualifications for the military which is 
currently being formalised. Online CPD’s 
continued this year and two Nordic tutors 
were appointed to senior tutor roles, 
which has doubled the total number of 
senior tutors in the discipline.

The committee’s telemark representative 
also reported a successful year for 
telemark skiing in Snowsport England, with 
the development of the Telemark coaching 
scheme underway and the North West 
Telemark Festival in Manchester set to be 
held in July. 

This year we have introduced monthly 
Nordic development training days for 
junior athletes, covered financially by 
Snowsport England, which has proven 
very popular so far. Participating athletes 
achieved great success in the first GB 
Rollerski Series race in London (April), 
the upcoming development days are 
also planned around the race series for 
competitive training. The GB Rollerski Race 
Series calendar has been published on the 
Snowsport England website and the 2022 
GB rollerski championships will be held 
at the Leeds Nordic Festival in June. The 
festival will be the first of its kind organised 
by a Snowsport England Nordic Committee 
working group and will be all inclusive 
to beginners to advanced rollerskiers 
of all age groups as well as Para Nordic 
skiers and those that prefer to do Nordic 
walking/bounding when off snow. 

A pathway for Para Nordic skiing has 
been set up in the UK, with a number of 
athletes in the programme currently based 
in England. Clubs have been contacted 
with support and resources from the Para 
Nordic pathway coach and funding has 
been allocated to equipment and training 
camps. The first GB rollerski race this year 
included sit-skiers on mountain boards, 
which was very successful for inclusion and 
visibility of Para Nordic. The GB rollerski 
race series are including Para Nordic ski 
categories and open categories that are 
not dependent on gender classification.

In 2022 Snowsport England Nordic 
weekends are set to take place again 
in Leeds and Lancaster, the on snow 
trip location may be revised for next 
winter in order for it to be led by a 
Snowsport England coach (rather than 
a BASI instructor which worked well as 
an alternative solution due to the Brexit 
situations of working abroad).

The Nordic committee are working 
together with Snowsport England to 
improve the general visibility of the 
discipline on the Snowsport England 
website and networks which should be in 
place soon. The aim is to include images of 
greater diversity within the discipline and 
attract a wider, new varied audience.

Fern Cates, Chair Nordic
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Following consultation and further development, CTP agreed the 
following five core objectives for coaching:

By updating the Coaching Strategy CTP have been able to provide 
the Board with strategic advice and guidance whilst developing the 
overarching Snowsport England Strategy.

CTP meets routinely by web meeting. Over the last 18 months the 
balance has shifted from advisory to strategic and development 
work. So as well as meeting periodically, we’ve introduced an 
internal news bulletin to keep the committee informed and allow 
scrutiny. 

Helping us to make progress were new panel members, Carla 
Broderick, John Greenwood and Taryn Archbold along with 
John Holgate, who got quickly involved in chairing discipline 
working groups. Working Groups for development skiing, alpine 
performance, Telemark and moguls have made substantial 
progress in their brief to consider the coaching roles needed in 
the sport now and into the future. Ryan Grewcock, Coaching and 
Workforce Lead, and I’d like to thank Ryan and all the volunteers 
for their commitment and numerous hours of volunteer input. 
We’ve recently shared the insights with all the groups and started 
next stage – developing training needs specifications for the roles 
and ramping up activity in other disciplines.

We’ve been asked about any impact on existing licensed 
coaches if new role definitions involved changes to pre-existing 

qualifications. If this situation arose, Snowsport England’s 
inclusivity agenda would provide for existing qualifications to 
remain. We’d also look at what training and assessment would be 
needed to map across onto new qualifications.

Other activities during the year have included: 

• Development of Development Coach (Level 3) assessment 
criteria and process Ski Development Coach (Level 3) Award 
overview, training and assessment (snowsportengland.org.uk)

• Supporting the development of a coaching resource bank on 
the web site Coaching Resource Bank - Snowsport England

• Reinvigorating face to face courses after lockdowns
• Courses returning to the alpine environment
• Talent development of selected tutors through mentoring
• Creating Development Days as an alternative to standard 

refreshers

Looking forward to the next twelve months we will prioritise 
the roles development work with adaptive, Nordic, park & pipe 
and snowboard working groups getting further established and 
producing outputs.

To celebrate the lifting of restrictions and our ability to return to 
coach education, here are some statistics:

And finally, to celebrate our return to courses in the mountains, 
here are some pictures from the Skilful Skiing and Development 
Coach (L3 and L4) courses held in Macugnaga in March alongside 
some participant feedback.

“I enjoyed every minute of my week and remained interested and 
focused.”

[the tutor] “was so helpful and enthusiastic. I was delighted to 
have him as my tutor.”

Richard Barbour, Chair Coaching Technical Panel

COaCHinG TeCHniCal  
Panel (CTP)
The role of Coaching Technical Panel is to be the guardian of coaching, leading and the National Coaching Scheme. 
This expert panel leads on standards and quality of education for new and current instructors, coaches and leaders 
– all part of Snowsport England’s mission to foster growth in participation of Snowsport at every level.

Lead the home nations National Coaching Scheme to 
develop participation, enable specialisation and support 
the English talent pathway

Continue developing a world leading coaching scheme that 
supports coaches to be the best they can be within the 
environment they want to work in

Create, support and maintain a local and national (tutor) 
workforce to support and develop coaches 

Innovate in the way we train and develop snowsport 
coaches including the use of technology

Support coaches in creating positive environments for their 
participants

365 
participants

51 coach 
education 

events
2021

https://www.snowsportengland.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/L3-information-sheet-2021_v5.pdf
https://www.snowsportengland.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/L3-information-sheet-2021_v5.pdf
https://www.snowsportengland.org.uk/coaching-resources/
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Tutors Tomasz Ondrusz, John Greenwood and Richard Barbour participants enjoying the spectacular scenery of Macugnaga with participants on 
Skilful Skiing and coach education courses.
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PiaG COMMiTTee BOarD rePOrT
Committee Objective: The primary aim of the Participation and Insight Action Group is to gather insight from the 
Snowsport community to help grow participation and Snowsport England membership. This will be done through 
a variety of initiatives working with the education sector (schools, colleges, universities), youth groups, SE clubs, 
regions, and the existing membership base.

Through this work, we will help deliver Snowsport England’s 
Vision and Mission objectives, with a key focus on: 

• Increasing awareness of Snowsport 
• Growing the sport and expanding the diversity and inclusivity 

of those participating 
• Increasing satisfaction levels within our clubs, members, and 

volunteers 
• Driving increased participation towards wider Snowsport 

England opportunities such as coaching, talent pathways and 
membership 

• Working with Snowsport England on current organisational 
priorities 

• Gathering insight and data from the Snowsport community to 
provide evidence for driving change

Despite the short amount of time that the PIAG committee has 
been in place, we have begun some of the projects we talked 
about at the inception of the committee.

Schools Initiative
The schools initiative has achieved the most so far. In conjunction 
with the GetSet/Road to Beijing Team GB project, we have had our 
first pilot event at the Tamworth Snowdome in March of this year.

The idea of the schools initiative is to try and encourage children 
who have never taken part in any form of snow sport, to have a go. 
For the pilot event, the focus was on disadvantaged schools who 
were in a 30 minute travel radius of the Snowdome.

We approached a number of facilities and the Snowdome came 
forward and offered their help. They were kind enough to give 
us six instructors and the facilities for the two days we planned 
to hold the event. I approached Dare2b, with whom I had been 
developing a relationship with regard to the Schools Initiative, 
and they donated around £6,500 of clothing for the kids to wear 
(jackets, gloves and salopettes which can be seen in the pictures 
below) and the remaining costs were funded by the GetSet project 
(coach travel and some organisational cost) and ourselves (costs 
for travel and the attendance of an elite athlete at the event and 
some cost for a videographer).

During the two days we had just over 160 children attend from 
four schools from the surrounding area. All of the schools fitted 
the profile we had set and bar a handful of children, most of them 
had never been on snow. On the second day, Ed Drake joined us 
and the children were given an opportunity to ask him questions 
following the session on the snow and he helped during the 
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event with the kids, offering encouragement and advice where 
appropriate. At the end of each session we asked if they had 
enjoyed it and would they like to do it again and nearly all agreed 
that they would like to try it again.

We were very pleased, overall, with the event, however, we 
did learn a great deal from this first pilot, Those issues we have 
discussed and we have implemented some changes for the 
second pilot event which will be on the 21st and 22nd of June, 
again, at the Tamworth Snowdome. Whilst overall, this has been 
a good start to a project that has been in the making for a little 
over 18 months, there are some difficulties that we still need to 
overcome. Funding and volunteers are the main issues and I will 
deal with that a bit later.

Recruitment 

We are still trying to recruit more members of the PIAG 
committee. This is an issue that we definitely need to address 
and if you are interest get in touch with the chair  
peter@snowsportengland.org.uk

Peter Mroch, Chair Participation & Insight Action Group

mailto:peter%40snowsportengland.org.uk?subject=
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sCHOOls rePOrTs

ESSKIA
Our annual Schools’ Dry Slope Championships took place 
in September. The qualifying races took place at Aldershot, 
Brentwood, Chatham, Gloucester, Stoke and Sunderland. 571 
pupils took part.

The Age Group Finals and the English Open Team Championships 
in October were held at Norwich. This was also the qualifying race 
for the British Schools’ Dry Slope Championships which was held 
at Llandudno this year in March following the postponement in 
November due to fallen trees preventing access to the slope.

Training squads were selected from the races, but the three 
Training Camps on snow in January and February had to be 
cancelled due to Covid. These were replaced by 2 further camps 
in Norway and Austria at the end of the term, priority being given 
to the older skiers in preparation for the ISF Winter Games in the 
Autumn. This was due to take place this year in Ukraine and has 
been postponed. We are waiting for news of a revised date and 
venue during the next school year. In the meanwhile, we have 
training days at Aldershot, Brentwood, Swadlincote, Gloucester, 
Chatham, Sunderland and possibly Rossendale this term.

Race events for the year will once again include the 6 Qualifying 
events for the English Schools’ Dry Slope Championships, the Age 
Group Finals and Open team championships. The British Final 
will be in Scotland this year. We are also working with Snowsport 
Scotland and Snowsport Wales to reinstate the UK Schools’ Indoor 
Championships next term.

We are looking forward to the next season of racing when our 
schools will send teams to the Schoolboys’ and Schoolgirls’ races 
in the alps once again and our Training Camps abroad will also 
resume in preparation for the revised ISF Schools’ Winter Games. 
65 schools registered with ESSKIA and Snowsport England this 
year which is a slight increase on the previous year. Many schools 
had been unable to organise training in time for the 2021 school 
year. We hope that this will not be the case this Autumn and we 
are working on increasing the membership for 2022-23.

NATIONAL SCHOOLS SNOWSPORTS 
ASSOCIATION (NSSA)
The NSSA has had a great year, coming out of the restrictions 
from last summer.

With a plethora of bespoke schools training days, regular training 
for schools, indoor races, outdoor races and the National Schools 
Leagues, we continue to deliver on our mission of increasing 
participation in snowsports through schools, supporting the SSE 
vision.

Over the last year, we’ve increased our portfolio of schools races 
with 4 national indoor events and 3 national outdoor events held 
as we came out of the restrictions, over 7`00 racers taking part 
in these. The National Schools leagues goes from strength to 
strength with 350 children taking part and over 100 taking part in 
the national leagues finals. Through the leagues, over 80 children 
participated in racing for the first time. 

The National Schools Squad – This came back online this last year 
with great success. 30 children took their places on the squad, 
attending various alpine training camps, most of which ran during 
school holiday time, hence not pulling children out of school to 
attend.

With, pretty much, all schools alpine events cancelled due to 
schools being unable to travel, we were pleased to be able to run 
the British Schools Alpine Open Champs during February, in Pila. 
Attended by over 70 children, from a number of UK and European 
based schools, this event was a great success.

Our Magazine, Schools Snowsports (Link to the online version 
here) was published and distributed in early September across 
schools, facilities and retailers alike. Along with the online version, 
the magazine is seen by almost 30K people.

https://issuu.com/schoolssnowsports/docs/schools_snowsports_mag_2021_web
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Over the last year, over 30 new instructors qualified through our 
schools instructor pathway to work within the UK and we have 
several courses planned for this year with new courses for level 
2 which will continue the professional development pathway to 
allow access to working in the mountains.

We continue to strive to be open and inclusive with all our events 
and initiatives and are looking forward to a successful year ahead, 
increasing the facilities where the NSL are run and increasing our 
portfolio of race events, taking on the running of events for two 
more schools organisations. We keep working with organisations 
outside the traditional competition circle to build awareness and 
participation in  our sport at grass toots level.

We expect to have great take up for our alpine race programme 
running camps to support the usual schools events through the 
winter season.

teams to take part in the British Schoolboys’ Races and also in the 
Schoolgirls’ Races in January 2022.

Despite the lack of racing, 61 schools have registered membership 
with ESSKIA and therefore SE for 2020-2021.
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saFeGuarDinG
Safeguarding continues to be at the heart of all our activities with responsibility for safeguarding being everyone’s 
concern.  We have delivered three Time to Listen courses this year for 23 snowsport Club Welfare Officers and 
6 from other sports.  Jordan Fellows, Sports Psychologist delivered a Webinar with us “I’ll Take it From Here”, 
promoting a child centred approach to encourage athletes to take responsibility for their own progress, in line with 
their personal ambitions and expectations.

We produced our Safeguarding Adults’ Policy and procedures 
in 2021, and have been providing information to clubs about 
safeguarding adults in our sport. We had an increase in reports 
of adults requiring support in our clubs, most of whom were 
suffering from stress or depression and this may have been 
exacerbated by the Covid pandemic. We have completed our 
Safeguarding Adults in Sport framework which was submitted 
in May 2022. The Framework is endorsed by Sport England and 
supports the vision set out in ‘Towards An Active Nation’ – that 
everyone in England, regardless of age, background or ability, feels 
able to take part in sport or activity.

We asked all our clubs to take part in a safeguarding audit in 
the Autumn and this was completed by 55 clubs. The audit 
confirmed there were areas where some clubs need to improve 
and support has been offered to clubs. Clubs do need to accept 
that safeguarding children and adults at risk at their club is their 
responsibility; the responsibility of the Committee primarily, 
and also their Club Welfare Officer and all others working or 
volunteering at the club. Safeguarding is being proactive to 
ensure, as far as possible, that vulnerable groups are protected.  

We have been asking clubs for the last 2 years to ensure they have 
the following in place, which are basic safeguarding requirements. 
Unfortunately there are still a few clubs who have failed to do this, 
 

and we have decided to make it a mandatory requirement for any 
clubs affiliating from October 2022:

• Club Welfare Officers details to be on the Club’s Sport:80 
membership page

• Clubs must adopt the SnowSafe Children and Young People 
Policy, and SnowSafe Adults policies in their Constitution

• Clubs must have a named Club Welfare Officer; if the club 
works with children they must have 1) an up to date Snowsport 
England or Snowsport England approved DBS 2) have attended 
a basic child safeguarding course and 3) have attended Time to 
Listen training, both in the last 3 years. If the club works only 
with adults their Club Welfare Officer must have attended UK 
Coaching Safeguarding Adults training in the last 3 years.   

After over 15 years volunteering and then working for Snowsport 
England I am leaving in May and would like to thank all our Club, 
Event and Regional Welfare Officers for the work you continue 
to do to keep vulnerable groups safe. I will also miss my excellent 
colleagues who have always been very supportive of safeguarding 
but am pleased to say my one day a week role will be replaced by 
someone working two and a half days a week, which is needed to 
ensure a proactive approach to safeguarding can continue. 

Bridget Owen – Snowsport England Safeguarding Lead
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TalenT rePOrT 
A summary of activity in each discipline and also in regards to key funding bursaries that are offered.

DiSE (Diploma in Sport and Exercise) 
We have 2 cohort going through DiSE. 7 in year 2 and 8 in year 
1. This is done in partnership with Loughborough college. This 
has had to go to a full remote delivery over the last 12 months. 
However, we are looking at how this will change for the coming 
year. 

TASS (Talent Athlete Scholarship scheme) 
We have got 7 places on TASS in 2021. TASS offer support for 
athletes on Strength conditioning, Nutrition, Psychology, Physio, 
Lifestyle and medical support. This is mostly done through 
university hub sites. This is changing for 2022 and the focus 
will very much be on the athletes in the tier below world class 
performance. 

Backing the best 
We have 5 athletes on backing the best bursaries of £5k each. 
These are means tested grants to support athletes who do not 
have the funding

Manchester project 
This has paused in 2021 due to Covid restrictions. We will be 
looking to get session back up and running in 2022.

Moguls 
The only centre offering regular moguls at the moment is Chill 
Factore. This was limited in 2021 but we managed to get running 
a number of sessions and looking to enhance this offering in 2022.

Ski Cross
Our planned ski cross camps haven’t managed to take place in 
2021 for a number of reasons. However, we are keen to put in 

place opportunities to develop this discipline and will be launching 
an initiative in 2022. 

Nordic
On the back of the Nordic athlete recruitment programme 
by GBS, Snowsport England have run follow up sessions in 
collaboration with GBS and BNDS. These sessions are to provide 
coaching support to the athletes who came through the Nordic 
Recruitment Programme. These sessions are planned to continue 
in 2022 and we are looking to expand on what is being delivered.

Para 
We have been working with GBS and SSS as they have started a 
PARA programme in 2021. We didn’t have any funds to support 
this program in 2021 but it was still delivered in England and 
generated interest with athletes. We have worked with Sport 
England to enable us to provide funding from April – September 
2022 of £25K. These funds will link into the staffing set up by SSS 
and GBS.  

Alpine
We ran Alpine squad calls in most months of 2021 to support 
athletes across s number of areas and try and help them develop 
their wider knowledge to help them understand the lifestyle 
of an athlete. We nominated Paul Telling (Alpine Committee) 
to represent Snowsport England on the GBS Children’s Team 
selection meeting.  

Park & Pipe
We have grown the activity both domestically and abroad for both 
future sessions and for the park and pipe squad. This has been led 
by Robert Taylor (Ski) and Rowan Coultas (Snowboard).
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VISION INSPIRING PARTICIPATION IN SNOWSPORT AT EVERY LEVEL

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES LEADERSHIP PARTICIPATION TALENT

FOUNDATIONS

Members, Clubs and Volunteers

Governance and Safeguarding

Equality, Diversity, Inclusion

Data and Insight

Innovation

Partnerships

RESULTS

Membership

Club Affiliation

Reputation, Credibility and Influence

Income

Increased Engagement

VALUES

Passion in People

Community Champions

Trailblazing Ideas

Genuine Voice

Responsible Leadership

snOwsPOrT enGlanD 
sTraTeGY
Over recent months, Snowsport England has been developing a new strategy aimed at helping us to deliver our 
vision of ‘Inspiring Participation in Snowsport at Every Level’.

Snowsport England Overview

It has been a challenging few years due to the Covid pandemic, 
but now that we have a new round of Sport England funding, 
which runs from 2022-2027, we can focus and invest in new 
Snowsport programmes to grow participation and engagement. 
This aligns perfectly with the launch of the Sport England strategy  
‘Uniting the Movement’. As a key partner we are committed to 
helping deliver their strategy and tackle inequalities in sport. 

The key workstreams we will be focusing on are:
• Leadership
• Participation
• Talent

Further information will be presented at the AGM to outline the 
strategy implementation plan and next steps.
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Leadership 10-Year Vision
To lead and drive the strategic direction of the organisation

STRATEGIES

STRATEGY STRUCTURE UNITE GOVERNANCE

STRATEGIES DESCRIPTOR

Set & implement a 10 year vision 
& strategy.

Define & implement an 
organisational structure to 

deliver new strategy. 

Uniting the leadership and 
delivery of Snowsport.

Establish robust governance 
structures within the 

organisation. 

OBJECTIVES

Production of written strategy 
and implementation plan 
together with associated 

communication.

Review the internal operational 
team structure in line with the 

new strategy. 

Collaborate with other 
Snowsport governing bodies 

to decide  the best structure to 
deliver long-term Snowsport 

success.

Create and implement the 
appropriate structures to ensure 
robust governance is adhered to 

throughout the organisation.

Roll-out of clear implementation 
plan during 2022.

Implement workforce changes 
(inclusive of Board and 

Committees) across all levels of 
delivery in 2022-2023. 

Collaborate with the wider 
industry bodies to create clear, 

integrated pathways, leadership 
and best practice across the 

sport.

Systems & processes to deliver 
strategy in line with agreed 

governance.

People Plan for staff & 
volunteers across Leadership, 

Participation and Talent.

Develop skills, knowledge and 
ability for both the paid and 

volunteer workforce to deliver 
the new strategy   

Work in partnership across the 
sector to develop our staff and 

volunteers.

An organisational wide people 
plan, developed to upskill and 

develop understanding to enable 
change.

Participation 10-Year Vision
Making Snowsport Accessible for Everyone at Every level

STRATEGY

To increase the participation levels in Snowsport in England with particular emphasis on under-represented groups

STRATEGIES DESCRIPTOR

Our aim is to increase the participation levels in Snowsport through clearly structured programmes and collaboration with key partners

OBJECTIVES

DISABILITY/PARA EQUALITY, DIVERSITY 
AND INCLUSION

COMMUNITY COACHING PLACES

Working with specialist 
operators, to provide 

a clear Para / Disability 
Snowsport programme 

that is accessible to 
anyone wishing to 

participate in the sport.

Broaden the appeal 
of Snowsports within 
clearly defined under-
represented groups in 

England.

Community Innovation 
Fund - Creation & 

delivery of funding/
programme 

infrastructure through 
Snowsport England 

Clubs and Facilities, the 
aim being to specifically 
engage with individuals 

who currently do not 
access the sport.

Increase the number of 
individuals participating 

in SE Coaching, 
increasing the relevance 
and the accessibility of 
the qualifications,  with 

particular emphasis 
on under-represented 

groups and non-
members.

Support and promote 
new and existing club 
and facility network in 
England and work with 
them to provide a safe 
and fun experience to 
our members and the 

public.
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Talent 10-Year Vision
Inspiring participation at every level

STRATEGY

To develop a talent pool of athletes which can supply GB Snowsport the next generation of Olympians and Paralympians and create a positive 
experience for talented athletes on their journey

STRATEGIES DESCRIPTOR

To develop home-grown talent across all disciplines and deliver a clearly defined and inclusive pathway for Para-Snowsport, Nordic, Park and Pipe 
and Cross, whilst continuing to evolve the existing Alpine activities

OBJECTIVES

TALENT PATHWAY PROGRAMMES ENVIRONMENTS COLLABORATION AND 
PARTNERSHIP

COMPETITION 
STRUCTURES

Create an inclusive, 
visible and sustainable 
talent pathway in Para-
Snowsport, Nordic, Park 
and Pipe and Cross while 

evolving the Alpine 
pathway.

Establish employed 
coach-led visible and 

sustainable programmes 
and pathways 'on & 
off snow'  in Para-

Snowsport, Nordic, Park 
and Pipe and Cross. 

Establish environments 
which develop 

relationships with 
local communities 

incorporating schools, 
clubs, communities and 

individuals.

Build partnerships and 
increase collaboration 
to deliver maximum 
positive impact on a 
wide-reaching scale.

Develop and grow 
existing competition 

structure  across Para-
Snowsport, Nordic, Park 

and Pipe and Cross.
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MeMBersHiP DaTa anD  
COurse analYsis

Direct Membership

Officals numbers and gender breakdown

Projection
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Instruct, coach, lead demographics

Breakdown in Competitors demographics
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Gender breakdown of course attendance Course breakdown by type

COurses DeliVereD in 2O21

Course type Number courses Female Male

Adaptive 2 No Data

ASCL 1 No data

ASCL refresher 4 No Data

SCO online 2 No Data

SCO F2F 2 No Data

Course setter 2 9 16

Snowboard Foundation (level 1) 2 6 9

Snowboard level 2 1 1 8

Snowboard assessment 5 6 26

Snowboard refresher 1 0 7

Rollerski 1 19 12

Skilful skiing 10 20 44

Performance coach Alpine Foundation (Level 1) 6 34 23

Performance Coach P & P Foundation (Level 1) 1 1 4

Performance coach Alpine Head Coach (level 3) 1 0 7

Foundation Ski Instructor (Level 1) 20 85 42

Instructor (level 2) 3 8 8

Development coach (level 3) 1 2 5

Assessment’s ski (level 1,2 & 3) 3 5 13

Foundation and instructor refreshers 12 28 51
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Competition entries Females Males Total U10/12

Outdoor CN Total 2021 543 583 1126 315

Outdoor CN Average 2021 45 49 94 26

Outdoor CN Average 2019 43 49 90 25

Outdoor GBR Total 2021 246 316 562 171

Outdoor GBR Average 2021 49 63 112 34

Outdoor GBR Average 2019 51 62 113 33

All England Championship Total 63 68 131 45

Indoor CN Total 2021 123 139 262 101

Indoor CN Average 2021 41 46 87 34

Indoor CN Average 2019 28 54 82 35

Indoor GBR Total 2021 135 179 314 107

Indoor GBR Average 2021 45 60 105 36

Indoor GBR Average 2019 42 61 102 35

Indoor Championship Total 51 83 134 45

Alpine seeded competition number comparison 2019 and 2021
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Age profile of registered competitors

Age profile of Instructors, Coaches and Leader
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ParTiCiPaTiOn  anD insiGHT aCTiOn GrOuP (+ neCessarY suB-GrOuPs) 
(CrOss DisCiPline)

snOwsPOrT enGlanD COMMiTTee  
anD GrOuP sTruCTure

snOwsPOrT enGlanD 2O22  
GOVernanCe sTaTeMenT
This statement is to update our members and stakeholders regarding the governance of Snowsport England and to 
confirm our on-going compliance with the governance code for sport.

Snowsport England has a board of directors that oversee the organisation. This is made of independent directors, 2 member directors 
and the CEO (Maximum of 12 directors). The board has a number of sub -committees (remuneration, audit & Risk, safeguarding and 
nominations). There is then the committee structure that sits below the board which consist of Alpine, Freestyle & Snowboard, Nordic, 
Coaching, Talent Management group, Participation (formerly Youth Development and Schools Technical Advisory Committee).

Snowsport England is not a subsidiary of any other organisations and does not have any subsidiaries. The only organisation which has 
significant influence on Snowsport England is Sport England as our main funding partner.

The organisation chart is as follows and interactive version on the website 
www.snowsportengland.org.uk/committee-structure

GB snOwsPOrT

TalenT ManaGeMenT GrOuP (CrOss DisCiPline)
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https://www.snowsportengland.org.uk/committee-structure/
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sTaFF sTruCTure

Key board documents can be found on the following links 
Board committees ToR and polices

Board minutes

The board has a clear scheme of delegation which can be found on the SSE website

All Directors are listed on the Snowsport England website with Profiles

X  Shows attendance

N/A They were not a director at the time

The board minutes are published on line and are produced in a readable fashion.
The primary governance code that Snowsport England follows is the code for sports governance and we have no deviations from this 
code and are in full compliance.

NB: We are currently completing a staff restructure. So the staff structure will be change and this will be published on the Snowsport England website.

Board meeting and attendance register
Board meeting 2021 - 22

Director 13th 
May

17th 
June

27th  
July

20th 
Aug

8th  
Sept

12th  
Oct

18th 
Nov

16th  
Feb

26th 
April

Louise Wright X X X X X X X X

Simon Levene X X X X X X X X X

Morwenna Angove X X X X X X X X X

Crispin Vitoria X X X N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Chris Stroud X X X X X X X X

Zena Huelin X X X X X X X

Stephen Metheringham X N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Ian Davies X X X N/A N/A N/A N/A

Oliver Mitchell X X X X X X X

Greg Sturge X X X X X X X X

Tim Fawke X X X X X X X X X

BOarD

OPeraTiOns TeaM BOarD COMMiTTee

Finance Audit  
Nomination Remuneration  

Safeguarding

Head of Development and  
Strategic programmes 

Jan Doyle

Operations  
Manager 

Claire Pennell

CEO 
Tim Fawke

Talent Lead 
Ian Findlay

Marketing and 
Insight Lead P/T 

Victoria Stonehouse

Coaching and 
Workforce Lead 
Ryan Grewcock

Partnerships and 
Campaigns 

Luke Williams

Events Lead 
Jennifer Williams

DBS / Lead 
Welfare Officer P/T 

Bridget Owen

https://snowsportengland.org.uk/SSE_Governance 
https://snowsportengland.org.uk/board_minutes 
https://www.snowsportengland.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Scheme-of-Delegation-v4.pdf
https://www.snowsportengland.org.uk/about-us/
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Board Recruitment 
Board recruitment process is clearly defined. For independent 
directors a nominations committee is formed from the directors 
from the board including at least 2 independents. An advert is put 
together looking for the skills required based on the skills matrix 
of current board directors. Particular focus is made to make sure 
we encourage applications from all areas of the population.

The nominations committee then short lists candidates for 
interview. The recommendations are then put to the board for 
approval of the appoint of any new directors.

For member directors. Nominations are received from the 
membership. These need to be approved by the nominations 
committee and then put to the membership to vote onto the 
board.

Board Diversity and Gender parity 
The board has the aim of achieving gender parity. While this is 
not currently achieved, we will endeavour to change this balance 
when we recruit to the board in the future and we are working 
with Sport England and partners to get a greater diversity in 
applications.

Our objectives are clear published on the Snowsport England 
website: https://Snowsportengland.org.uk/diversity

As of 12th May 2022, we will have 8 directors. 3 female directors 
and 5 Male. (37.5% Female/62.5% Male).

Declarations of Interests 
Declaration of interests are reviewed at every board meeting 
and all new directors have to complete a declarations of interest 
document. All directors have to confirm annually if there are any 
changes to this. 

Annual Board, Subcommittee and  
Director Evaluations
The board had an external board evaluation which was funded by 
Sport England and completed by Campbell Tickell. This has been 
completed and will be fed back to the board on the 2nd June 
2021. There are some key recommendations from this report 
which the board will look to implement. 

This will be followed up by future internal evaluations to monitor 
progress.

All Subcommittee will be asked to complete an annual self-
evaluation to help them work as effective as possible and also 
to make sure they are aligned to the vision and mission of the 
organisations. 

All Directors will have a 1:1 call with the chair or deputy chair 
to evaluate their performance and also look at ways they can 
contribute more to the organisation. The deputy chair or an 
independent director will carry out the evaluation of the chair.

Board Champions
We have a board champion for Safeguarding, Equality & Diversity 
and UK Anti-Doping.

UKAD (UK Anti-doping)
Snowsport England have completed the compliance process for 
UKAD and are working in partnership with GBS, SSS and SSW to 
make sure all athletes and support personnel have the relevant 
information and training on Anti-Doping New Clean Sport 
Webpage on the SE website.

https://Snowsportengland.org.uk/diversity
https://www.snowsportengland.org.uk/talent/clean-sport/
https://www.snowsportengland.org.uk/talent/clean-sport/
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Internal Controls and Systems
We have clear controls both for managing staff work programmes and financial controls. These are all reported through the operations 
team which consists of the CEO, Head of development and strategic programmes and operations manager. 

Appointment of Auditor  
The current auditor has been in place for 3 year and the audit and risk committee will put forward a recommendation on whether we 
will appoint the auditor for a 4th year or go out to tender. This will be recorded in board minutes.

Please see finance report for all other governance maters in relation to finance. 

Data Security
There has been one data security breach in regards to email address. No sensitive information was shared and everyone was informed 
about the breach.

Board Induction and Training
We have a clear induction pack for all new directors and a check list of areas to cover. This is gone through on an induction session 
delivered online for all new directors.

On-going training is planned around board meetings. Annually the safeguarding lead attends the board and every 3 years the CPSU 
provide further training for directors (carried out in Jan 2020). We have also looked to bring in additional training to upskill the 
knowledge of all directors.

Type Risk Level Potential Impact Risk Weighted Mitigation Actions Required

1 (low) to 
5 (high)

Immediate Over-time Impact

Financial

Current Loss/Change in 
Talent funding 4 4 4 High Working with GBS and SSS to help make any funds 

be as effective as possible and work in collaboration

Continued lobby of Sport England to get an increase 
in talent funding. Working with GBP to have an 
agreed and aligned plan from Oct 2022

Current

Finalisation 
strategy and 
implementation / 
not getting buy in 
and required staff 
in place

4 5 3 High
Make sure we keep the momentum up and push 
through new strategy and keep communicating 
with our staff and committees through the process

Get strategy finalised, staff structure agreed 
and then implement both in a timely manner. 
Communicate with wider stakeholders to help 
wider understanding of the changes. Make sure 
we have sufficient staff to deliver on the strategy 
set out

Current
Brexit - reduced 
activity in Europe 
and increase costs

4 3 4 High
Make sure we share the information we have with 
clubs and academies. Work with broker to give as 
much clarity as we can

Work with across the industry to form an Alpine 
group and lobby government to find solutions

On-going Failure to achieve 
budgets 5 4 2 High

Clear focus and priorities and making sure 
expenditure is limited on areas which are not core 
to the business

Reviewed Strategy so priorities identified and 
budget to align to these prioritise and clear budget 
setting process with committees for 2022

Current
Loss and 
recruitment of Key 
volunteers

4 4 4 High

A clear roles description in place and a more open 
and transparent process for recruitment to engage 
new volunteers. New policy for recognition and 
reward of volunteers to be implemented by each 
commitee

Create a higher level of appreciation; 'Shout outs' 
to organisers after key events; Annual 'Thank you' 
letter from CEO

Current

Volunteers 'put 
off' supporting SE 
by negativity from 
other volunteers

4 4 4 High
Committee Chairs to be re-elected by Committee 
members and Board will review and push back 
when needed

All volunteers should be appraised and feedback 
given; All volunteers should abide by our code of 
conduct and agreed behaviours

The main risks identified and discussed at the last review (April 27th) 2022 are in the table below.

risK reView 
The audit and risk committee reviews the risk register on an on-going basis and a minimum of twice a year. The 
board will then take the items of high risk to discuss and to check that all mitigating actions are carried out. These 
will be recorded in the minutes of the board meetings. In addition, the CEO report will report back on all high-risk 
items at each board meeting to make sure these are continually monitored.
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Over the year, Snowsport England work with several sponsors and partners. These vary in engagement but combined 
they have a significant impact on the organisation in terms of running events, activities and campaigns. We would like 
to take this opportunity to thank all individuals, organisations and businesses that have worked with us over the past 
year and contributed to our success.

All athletes, parents, and coaches appreciate all contributions. A huge thank you to,  
Sports Recreation and Alliance, eola, SnowTrex, Bormio, Racer Ready, UK Coaching,  
IVSI, Ski Club GB, Snow Camp, UK Snowsports Coaching, Leading and Instructing, Rossignol, Ski Bartlett,  
Ski Bitz, NUCO, Sport Pursuit, Vitalini, Sport England, Sports Aid and TASS.
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Registered Office 
SportPark 

Loughborough University 
3 Oakwood Drive 

Loughborough 
LE11 3QF 


